Preliminaries let
M be a differentiable manifold of class C°° and of dimension n. Let T*(M) be the cotangent bundle of M.
Then T*(M)
is also a differentiable manifold of class C°°;
the dimension of T*(k) is 2n.
Throughout this paper we use the following notations and conventions :
(i) or: ï*(M)-id is the projection of T*(i»i) onto ivi.
( (iii) denotes the set of tensor fields of class C c and type (r,s) in M, and (T*(Mi J denotes the 5 corresponding set of tensor fields in T*(M). If H .-1, is a point in M, then jt~'(k) is the fibre over R. Any point Pejr~^(ri) is an ordered pair (H, p^), where p is a 1-form in M and p be a coordinate neighbourhood in luces P e ir"' (U).
is its value at H, Let U M such that A e U. Then such that U induces a coordinate neighbourhood -1 (ü) in T* (M) and 2. The complete lift of a P(K,-(K-»2) J-structure (|K even) Let P be a tensor field of the type (1,1) and of class
in M, which implies that F€ 9.j(M), and let i satisfy the fallowing condition
where K is even. Then F-is a F(K,-(K-2))-structure on Let P^ be the components of F at a ppint tt in a C coordinate neighbourhood U. Then the complete lift P of P is also a tensor field of the type (1, 1) 
How we shall prove the following theorems. r h e o r e m 2.1..
Pro of. Since F satisfies F K -F K " 2 = 0, therefore (2.12;
ïhus in view of (2.12), (2.9) rejduces to (2.13) 2 3 k+1
jjet us assume that the condition (2.11) is saticxi: j, then :.ron (2.13) we h$ve r" i 2 x 3 x k+1 which in v'ew of (2.9) yields
The converse can be proved in a straightforward manner. Proof. Let us assume that the complete lift F in T*(M) of a tensor field F is a F(K,-(K-2))-structure in T*(Li). Since in view of (2.2), the only relevant part of the componerts of F^ in T*(k) is (2.21) P h,i = Thus in view of (2.14) and (2.21). the result follows.
3. The complete lift of a F(K,-(K-2))-structure (K odd) In this section, we shall discuss the case when K is odd. It is observed that we obtain a set of results different from those when K is even.
Let F be a smooth tensor field of the type (1, 1) in M, that is, Fe^(M), and let F satisfy thé following condition
where K is odd. Then P is a F(K,-(K-2))-structure on M [1] . Let FT be the components of F at a point R in a c coordinate neighbourhood U, then the complete lift F of P is also a tensor field of the type (1, 1) in T*(M) whose components ïg in jr~1(U) are given by [3] where (x 1 »x 2 ,...,* 11 ) are coordinates of R relative to U and p^ has components (p^,p^,...»P n ). Therefore we have Proof. i'he proof is similar to that of Corollary 2.1.
